As communities become more digital, so must the public agencies that serve them. Among workers surveyed, 91% said they wanted to be more connected to their co-workers. Enabling those workers able to work from home to be remote when possible can reduce resignations by a third, while also boosting productivity. This is especially important when 33% of public sector workers surveyed say the pandemic has made them consider retiring.

Digital transformation is also influencing judicial agencies. The increased use of digital evidence and demand for remote collaboration, from the courtroom to chambers to the prison system, highlights the need for more efficient data management, video processing, and communications — together with rigorous security and the support of experts who understand the data challenges facing government IT.

Mobile workstations that are powerful enough to support the data demands of video evidence and mobile enough to work from anywhere. Space-saving desktops and monitors that provide easy access when flexibility is vital. Collaboration technology that closes the digital communication gap and provides new, secure options for depositions and videoconferences.

Lenovo recommends Windows 11 Pro for Business.
ThinkPad P1 Mobile Workstation

This sleek 16” mobile workstation offers the professional performance of the latest Intel vPro® platform with Core™ H-Series processors and powerful graphics support for the video rendering needs of the judicial system with up to NVIDIA® RTX™ A5500 GPU.

✔ Blaze through heavy workloads while securing sensitive data using the Discrete Trusted Platform Module (dTPM) for encryption, a fingerprint reader, and a self-healing BIOS.

✔ Intel® WiFi 6E*, with optional WWAN**, and Near Field Communication (NFC), combine with MIL-SPEC certification to give you both mobile workstation connectivity and durability wherever your community needs it.

ThinkCentre® M90a Pro

This premium-performance, space-saving, modular, all-in-one desktop is independently upgradable for the unique, flexible needs of any data-intense agency or courtroom.

✔ Powered by Intel vPro® with up to 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i9 processors, and featuring an industry-unique tiltable camera, this all-in-one also boasts the industry’s first Teams large-room certification for collaboration.

✔ Equipped with the end-to-end security of ThinkShield and Windows Hello™, along with PrivacyGuard to prevent shoulder-surfing, the M90a is as secure as it is agile.

Lenovo helps you meet the increasing demands in courtroom collaboration, remote work, and data analytics with ThinkPad®, ThinkCentre, and ThinkSmart devices purpose-built for performance.
ThinkCentre TIO22

This tiny-in-one (TIO) modular solution was designed for performance and durability in any environment.

These monitors endure extreme tests, vibration, drops, electrostatic discharge, heat, and humidity to ensure they can withstand the intense needs of judicial facilities.

With up to RGBIR or 1080p webcam and dual mics, videoconferencing is made easy, ergonomic, and secure with a 150mm, height-adjustable, tilting stand and a rotating camera — protected by the ThinkShutter camera cover for privacy.

ThinkSmart Hub for Microsoft Teams Rooms

The ThinkSmart Hub features a 10.1” rotatable touchscreen display, with four full-duplex speakers and four dual array mics, to help you connect, share, and collaborate seamlessly and securely.

Built on the Microsoft Teams Rooms platform you already know, the ThinkSmart Hub transforms any courtroom, chambers, corrections facility, or rehab center into a connected conference space with built-in ThinkShield security and ThinkSmart Manager solutions from Lenovo and the Intel vPro® platform.

Visit [www.lenovo.com/government](http://www.lenovo.com/government) or contact us to connect with a Lenovo for Government representative.

**SOURCEs**


* Wi-Fi 6E requires Windows 11 Pro. Operation is dependent on the support of the operating system/routers/APs/gateways that support Wi-Fi 6E, along with the regional regulatory certifications and spectrum allocation.

** Optional WWAN availability varies by region and must be configured at time of purchase; it requires a network service provider.**